Members Present: Rick Bassett (A), J. Zdziarski (CUCAS), Ed Hagan (FYE coordinator), Veronica Kenausis (L), Ingrid Pruss (At Large), Charles Rocca (A&S), Abbey Zink (Dean), Leah Stambler (PS) - arrived late.
Guests: none

Minutes Monday,
February 14th
Recording: Veronica Kenausis/Leah Stambler

1. Announcements:
2. Approval of Minutes: December Meeting Minutes (Pruss/Hagan) Passed; one abstention
3. New Business:
   a. Communications Department:
      i. Revision of COM 160: Speech Fundamentals
         Need list of objectives.
      ii. Revision of COM 268: Public Speaking
          Need list of objectives. Ancell wants to use as requirement for
          majors. Yes to skills category.
      iii. Creation of COM 16X: Living with Communications
          Need objectives. Concern about title and course content being
          appropriate for skills course. Survey class more appropriate for
          humanities/communications.
          MOTION TO TABLE ALL THREE WITH SUGGESTIONS:
          Pruss/Stambler. Passed unanimously.
      iv. Submission of Communications Gen. Ed. Objectives
          Accepted.

4. Old Business:
   a. Construction of General Education Objectives: We currently have
      tentative and approved objectives for:
         i. Communications
         ii. Computer Science, Math, and Natural Sciences
         iii. Humanities
         iv. Literature
         v. World Languages and Literature.

Adjournment: 11:29 AM.